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Finding: Substantiated, individual responsibility Inconclusive
Nature of Visit:
An unannounced visit was conducted to investigate an allegation of maltreatment,in
accordance with the Minnesota Reporting of Maltreatment of Vulnerable Adults Act,Minn.
Stat. 626.557, and to evaluate compliance with applicable licensing standards for the provider
type.
Allegation(s):
It is alleged that a client was neglected when facility staff failed to address a significant change
in condition, which resulted in death.
Investigative Findings and Conclusion:
Neglect of health care was inconclusive substantiated. The alleged perpetrator (AP) was
responsible for neglect when she failed to appropriately address the client’s change in
condition. The client had a fever and cough that developed into pneumonia. The client
subsequently died due to lobar pneumonia with empyema (a condition that causes pus to
collect in the area between the lungs and develops after pneumonia). The AP visited and
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assessed the client soon after the being notified of the client’s condition. There is insufficient
information to conclude the AP neglected the client.
The investigation included interviews with facility staff members,including administrative staff,
nursing staff, and unlicensed staff. Multiple other clients were interviewed. The investigator
conducted observations of staff and client interactions and staff supervision of clients. The
investigation included review of multiple client records,staff schedules, staff training,
personnel files, and policies and procedures. In addition, law enforcement and the medical
examiner were contacted, and records were obtained related to the client’s death.
The client’s diagnoses included moderate intellectual disabilities and Prader‐Willi syndrome (a
congenital malformation syndrome predominately associated with short stature). Prader‐Willi
syndrome may increase the risk of respiratory infections that,if left undiagnosed, can lead to
death. The client could not be left alone in his room without supervision. He was to be
monitored every thirty minutes while awake and every sixty minutes while asleep. The client
did not have the ability to identify signs and symptoms of illness,and the staff were to assist
the client with obtaining medical attention as needed. The client was unable to identify a
medical emergency, and staff were to anticipate his medical needs and make the determination
when emergency medical assistance was required.
Staff log notes indicated during morning cares,the client was coughing up a lot of mucus. That
night, the client had a low raspy voice and coughed. The next morning, staff provided cough
syrup for the client’s dry cough and hoarseness. That evening, the client did not walk and told
staff he did not feel well. The next morning, the client was coughing and his skin was very
warm to the touch. He had a temperature of 101.0 degrees Fahrenheit (F). Staff gave the client
cough syrup, a pain reliever, and put a fan in his room to cool him down. The following
morning, the client’s temperature was 99.3 degrees F. The client had a dry cough throughout
the day and received cough syrup. The client continued to cough during the night with a fan
blowing on him. The next morning, the client’s temperature was 100.3 degrees F. During the
day, the AP documented the client was congested with a cough,had a temperature of 99.1
degrees F, and had difficulty with transfers. The client received Tylenol and was encouraged to
rest. Staff members were instructed to use cough syrup as needed and desired by the client.
Additional documentation from that day indicated the client required assistance with transfers
and his temperature was 101 degrees F. That evening, the client’s temperature was 100.5
degrees F and he received Tylenol. The client was very weak and unable to lift his feet or move
in his wheelchair. The client’s temperature during the night varied from 102.1 degrees F in the
left ear and 99.2 degrees F in the right ear. Staff members were unable to give the client
Tylenol as he had received the maximum dose for the day as indicated by the physician’s order.
The client was given cough syrup for his cough and his urine was noted to be “dark.” The next
day, the client’s temperature was 100.7 degrees F, and he slept in a recliner and watched
television most of the day.
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A staff member informed the AP by email he suspected the client had pneumonia and was too
weak to transfer into the shower. The client was breathing fast with raspy respirations at a rate
of 50 breathes per minute. The staff member asked the AP to check on the client as soon as
possible to confirm whether or not the client had pneumonia. The staff member never heard
back from the AP. Documentation indicated that night, the client received cough syrup and his
temperature was normal. The next day, the client’s temperature was 98.1 degrees F, and he
had difficulty moving his legs. That night, documentation indicated the client was up until
11:45 p.m., and then staff checked on him hourly. At 5:45 a.m., an unlicensed staff member
found the client unresponsive, cold to the touch, and without a pulse. The staff member called
the emergency medical system (EMS). EMS staff confirmed the client had died. The police
report indicated the client had no pulse, fixed dilated pupils, and livor mortis (discoloration of
the skin from pooling of blood following death) present in the feet.
The ambulance report indicated the client was found lying on his left side in bed and had lost
bowel control. The client’s eyes were fixed, dilated, and dry. The client was cold to the touch
and rigor had set in. The field impression of the client was obvious death. The client’s death
certificate indicated the client’s cause of death was lobar pneumonia with empyema.
Staff member interviews indicated they requested the nurse (the AP) check on the client, as his
cough was lasting longer and he was becoming weaker. The evening before he died, the client
told a staff member he was so tired he was unable to help change into his pajamas.
An interview with the AP indicated staff gave the client Tylenol and cough syrup for a fever and
cough, and some staff members found it helpful while others did not. The AP stated she
assessed the client a day after he became ill, and the client was not coughing and had no fever.
The AP stated she did not talk to the staff member that had sent the email expressing concerns
about pneumonia, but that she did talk to other staff that told her the client seemed better.
The AP stated she thought the client was playing up his symptoms and it was behavioral. The
AP stated the cough and fever were managed, so she did not feel the client needed to see a
physician.
There was no documentation that the AP ever contacted a physician or sent the client for a
medical evaluation to address his change in condition.
In conclusion, neglect was substantiated against the AP for failure to appropriately address the
client’s change in condition.
Neglect: Minnesota Statutes, section 626.5572, subdivision 17
"Neglect" means:
(a) The failure or omission by a caregiver to supply a vulnerable adult with care or services,
including but not limited to, food, clothing, shelter, health care, or supervision which is:
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(1) reasonable and necessary to obtain or maintain the vulnerable adult's physical or mental
health or safety, considering the physical and mental capacity or dysfunction of the vulnerable
adult; and
(2) which is not the result of an accident or therapeutic conduct.
(b) The absence or likelihood of absence of care or services,including but not limited to, food,
clothing, shelter, health care, or supervision necessary to maintain the physical and mental
health of the vulnerable adult which a reasonable person would deem essential to obtain or
maintain the vulnerable adult's health, safety, or comfort considering the physical or mental
capacity or dysfunction of the vulnerable adult.
Vulnerable Adult interviewed: Deceased.
Family/Responsible Party interviewed: Yes.
Alleged Perpetrators interviewed: Yes
Action taken by facility:
The facility identified the code status for each client residing at the facility and documented the
code status of each client on their medication administration record (MAR), emergency folders,
and electronic medical record. The facility established policies and procedures that clearly
direct the staff about how to respond during situations in which the client may be without
respirations or pulse. The facility provided education to all staff regarding code status and
response.
Action Taken by the Office of Health Facility Complaints,Minnesota Department of Health:
The facility was found to be noncompliant when they failed to inform the parents and physician
about the client’s change in condition, failed to prohibit and thoroughly investigate allegations
of neglect, and failed to initiate CPR. To view a copy of the Statement of Deficiencies and/or
correction orders, please visit:
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/fpc/directory/surveyapp/provcompselect.cfm, or call 651‐
201‐4890 to be provided a copy via mail or email. If you are viewing this report on the MDH
website, please see the attached Statement of Deficiencies.
The responsible party will be notified of their right to appeal the maltreatment finding.If the
maltreatment is substantiated against an identified employee,this report will be submitted to
the nurse aide registry for possible inclusion of the finding on the abuse registry and/or to the
Minnesota Department of Human Services for possible disqualification in accordance with the
provisions of the background study requirements under Minnesota 245C.

cc:

Health Regulation Division‐Licensing and Certification
The Office of Ombudsman for Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities
Rice County Attorney
Northfield City Attorney
Northfield Police Department
Medical Examiner
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In accordance with Minnesota Statute, section
144.56 and/or Minnesota Statute, section
144.653, this correction order has been issued
pursuant to a survey. If, upon reinspection, it is
found that the deficiency or deficiencies cited
herein are not corrected, a fine for each violation
not corrected shall be assessed in accordance
with a schedule of fines promulgated by rule of
the Minnesota Department of Health.
Determination of whether a violation has been
corrected requires compliance with all
requirements of the rule provided at the tag
number and MN Rule number or MN Statute
indicated below. When a rule or statute contains
several items, failure to comply with any of the
items will be considered lack of compliance.
Lack of compliance upon reinspection with any
item of multipart rule will result in the
assessment of a fine even if the item that was
violated during the initial inspection was
corrected.
You may request a hearing on any assessments
that may result from noncompliance with these
orders provided that a written request is made to
the Department within 15 days of receipt of a
notice of assessment for noncompliance.
***Revised on 3/19/2019 and on 4/19/2019***

Minnesota Department of Health is
documenting the State Licensing
Correction Orders using federal software.
Tag numbers have been assigned to
Minnesota State Statutes for Supervised
Living Facilities. The assigned tag
number appears in the far left column
entitled "ID Prefix Tag." The state Statute
number and the corresponding text of the
state Statute out of compliance is listed in
the "Summary Statement of Deficiencies"

A complaint investigation was conducted to
investigate cases #HG500024, HG500025,
HG500026, HG500027, HG500028, HG500029
and HG500031. As a result, the following
correction orders are issued for HG500027,
HG500028 and HG500031.
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column. This column also includes the
findings which are in violation of the state
requirement after the statement, "This
Minnesota requirement is not met as
evidenced by." Following the surveyors'
findings is the Time Period for Correction.
PLEASE DISREGARD THE HEADING
OF THE FOURTH COLUMN WHICH
STATES,"PROVIDER ' S PLAN OF
CORRECTION." THIS APPLIES TO
FEDERAL DEFICIENCIES ONLY. THIS
WILL APPEAR ON EACH PAGE.
THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT TO
SUBMIT A PLAN OF CORRECTION FOR
VIOLATIONS OF MINNESOTA STATE
STATUTES.
5 655 MN Statute 144.651 Subd. 5. RES. RIGHTS
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Courteous treatment.
Residents have the right to be treated with
courtesy and respect for their individuality by
employees of or persons providing service in a
health care facility.
This MN Requirement is not met as evidenced
by:
Based on observation, interview and document
review the facility failed to ensure each client was
treated in a dignified manner during verbal
interaction, use of clothing protectors and use of
cotton incontinence pad for 4 of 6 clients (C31,
C19, C20 and C23) who resided in the North Oak
house.
Finding include:
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During observation of the supper meal on
9/24/18 at 5:29 p.m. C23 was seated at the table,
had a multi colored clothing protector attached to
his neck and draped over the table as a placemat
while his plate sat on top of his clothing protector
as he consumed his supper independently.
Residential counselor (RC)Q sat next to C23
and gave C23 verbal cues to slow down. While
C23 was eating his food, food dropped from his
mouth or utensil and the food would land on
C23's clothing protector, RCQ scooped up C23's
food from his clothing protector and put it back
onto C23's plate for C23 to eat.
at 5:36 p.m. C20 was seated at the table, had a
multi colored clothing protector attached to his
neck and draped over the table as a placemat
while his plate of food sat on top of his clothing
protector as he consumed his supper
independently. RCT offered C20 a styrofoam
container of cantaloupe, R20 dumped the
container of cantaloupe onto his plate and
continued to eat independently while his clothing
protector was used as a placemat.
at 5:40 p.m. C20 was done eating, removed his
clothing protector that was draped onto the table
and placed it in the dirty bin in the kitchen area
independently.
at 5:41 p.m. C23 was done eating, RCQ
removed his clothing protector that was draped
onto the table and gave it to C23 to place in the
dirty bin in the kitchen area independently while
RCQ stated "it's over here buddy." RCQ stated
"lets change you, your wet, your wet" while trying
to direct C23 to go back to his room, "come on
bud lets change you" in a loud tone of voice.
At 5:54 p.m. RCQ picked up a white and blue
striped cloth incontinent pad lying on the floor
and place it on the rocking chair in the living
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room.
at 6:59 p.m. C19 was seated in the rocking chair
in the living room with the white and blue striped
cloth incontinent pad draped over the arms of the
rocking chair and down the front of it while C19
watched TV.
at 7:07 p.m. RCT asked C20 to put his memory
game away he was playing, RCT handed him
his back pack and said "here you go bud."
at 7:09 p.m. C19 came from his room with his
pajamas on and sat down in the rocking chair
with the white and blue striped cloth incontinent
pad draped over the arms of the rocking chair
and down the front of it while C19 watched TV.
at 7:23 p.m. C19 continued to be seat in the
rocking chair with the white and blue striped cloth
incontinent pad draped over the arms of the
rocking chair and down the front of it and
watched TV. RCX sat next to C19 and stated the
cloth was an incontinence pad, and was used to
prevent the chair from getting "ruined" if C19 was
"wet." RCX indicated C19 and C23 use the
incontinent pad routinely due to incontinence.
at 7:54 p.m. RCT asked C31 to go to the
bathroom and wash his hands before taking his
medications, C31 washed his hands
independently, while RCT stood next to C 31
with his medications and stated "good listener
bud." C31 proceeded to dry his hands
independently, took his medications
independently while RCT stood next to him and
stated "good job buddy, take your glass to the
sink," and C31 proceeded to take his glass to the
sink independently.
During observations on 9/25/18 at C23 was
seated at the dining room table eating his
breakfast independently while RCQ sat next to
him. C23 had a multi colored clothing protector
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attached to his neck, which was draped onto the
table like a place mat. C23 had his plate setting
on top of the clothing protector, which contained
eggs, sausage and toast cut up into small bite
size pieces that was all mixed together while he
ate his breakfast independently.
at 7:18 a.m. C19 was done eating breakfast,
took his dishes to the kitchen area and placed
them in the dishwasher. C19 proceeded to walk
into the living room area and sat down in the
rocking chair which had a cloth white and blue
striped incontinent pad that was draped over the
arms of the rocking chair and down the front of
the rocking chair while he watched TV.
at 7:22 a.m. RCQ was seated next to C23 while
he continued to eat his breakfast independently
with his clothing protector draped on the table as
a place mat. RCQ placed C19's bowl of cereal
on his plate which sat on top of his clothing
protector and stated "here bud let's move your
cereal over here." During this time C20 sat down
at the dining room table, had a clothing protector
tied around his neck that was draped across the
table like a place mat. C20 had his plate of food
sitting on top of the clothing protector while he
ate his breakfast independently.
at 7:27 a.m. C23 gave RCQ sign language that
he wanted to eat more and RCQ stated to C23,
"there's food in front of you buddy." RCQ looked
over at C20 as he was leaning to the left and
stated "sit up straight buddy." C20 and C23
continued to eat their breakfast independently
while their plates of food continued to set on top
of their clothing protectors while draped on the
table like place mats.
at 7:29 a.m. C23 gave RCQ sign language that
he wanted to eat more again and RCQ stated to
C23, "there's food in front of you bud, it's never
enough is it." C19 came out of his room carrying
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his backpack and sat down on the rocking chair
in the living room with the cloth white and blue
striped incontinent pad draped over the arms of
the rocking chair, and front of the rocking chair
while he watched TV.
at 7:33 a.m. C20 and C23 were done eating
breakfast, removed their clothing protectors
which continued to be draped on the table, took
their dishes to the sink area and then put their
dirty clothing protectors in the laundry bin sitting
in the corner of the kitchen area.
at 7:54 a.m. C19 remained seated in the rocking
chair with the white and blue striped incontinent
pad draped over the arms of the rocking chair
and front of the rocking chair while he watched
TV until he left for school.
During observations on 9/26/18 at 11:30 a.m.,
2:30 p.m. and 4:00 p.m., C19's beanbag that sat
in the left corner of the living room had a cloth
white and blue striped incontinent pad lying
across the entire beanbag.
During observations on 9/27/18 at 8:50 a.m. and
3:50 p.m., C19's beanbag in the corner of the
living room had a cloth white and blue striped
incontinent pad lying across the entire beanbag
throughout the entire observation times.
On 9/26/18 at 3:46 p.m. qualified intellectual
disabilities professional QIDPB confirmed C19
used cloth incontinent pad while he sat on the
rocking chair and on his beanbag. QIDP verified
C19 was incontinent of bowel and bladder and
"floods" his brief at times. The QIDP indicated the
facility uses the incontinent pads to absorb urine
so it doesn't get on the furniture. The QIDP
confirmed C20 and C23 use clothing protector for
every meal so the food does not fall on their laps.
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The QIDP indicated they have always used the
clothing protectors by draping then on to the
table like a place mat, staff call them coverups.
On 9/26/18 at 4:35 p.m. the Administrator
confirmed clients use cloth incontinent pads over
the furniture and in the vehicles. The
administrator indicted in some situations it would
be considered a dignity issue and has been a lot
of controversy about using them. The
Administrator indicated this was not the most
dignified thing to be using for clients that were
incontinent of urine. In a follow up interview on
9/28/18 at 10:04 a.m. the administrator indicated
she would expect staff to use age appropriate
language, not talk to the clients like children and
to use the clothing protectors with respect and
dignity. The Administrator indicated she would
expect all staff to treat the clients with respect
and dignity and to follow the policy.
Review of facility policy titled, Safe Environment,
undated, indicated under 3) The right to
courteous treatment indicated every resident
shall be treated with consideration, respect and
dignity by the staff.
TIME PERIOD FOR CORRECTION: Twentyone
(21) days.
5 730 MN Statute 144.651 Subd. 19. RES. RIGHTS
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Personal privacy.
Residents shall have the right to every
consideration of their privacy, individuality, and
cultural identity as related to their social,
religious, and psychological wellbeing. Facility
staff shall respect the privacy of a resident's
room by knocking on the door and seeking
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consent before entering, except in an emergency
or where clearly inadvisable.
This MN Requirement is not met as evidenced
by:
Based on observation, interview and document
review, the facility failed to ensure audio monitor
was provided with the highest level of personal
privacy for 1 of 3 clients (C10) observed to utilize
an audio monitor.
Findings include:
C10's Individual Data form dated 8/28/18,
indicated C10 was an individual with moderate
intellectual disabilities and diagnosis including
autism, seizure disorder and chronic kidney
disease.
C10's Intensive Support Services Assessment
(ISSA), dated 8/13/18, indicated the staff were to
visually check on C10 every 15 minutes while
awake and every hour while sleeping. The ISSA
indicated C10 was also to have an audio monitor
in his room to ensure staff were able to assist him
when he was trying to self transfer.
On 9/24/18, at 6:30 p.m. a audio monitor receiver
(baby monitor) was observed on the Wright
Cottage kitchen counter. The monitor had C10's
initials on it. C10 was observed to be seated in
his room in a recliner watching television.
On 9/26/18, at 11:45 a.m. the audio receiver was
observed on the kitchen counter. Resident
counselors (RC)L and RCK were noted to be
talking to C10 in his room while assisting with
cares. RCK was heard to direct C10 during the
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transfer and RCL was heard verbally directing
C10 how to transfer into the wheelchair. The
interaction between staff and client could clearly
be overheard in the kitchen.
 At 12:00 p.m. RCL stated the audio monitor
was to be utilized during the night shift. RCL
stated the monitors were all be off during the day
and especially when cares were being
performed.
Review of C10's clinical record lacked indication
as to when the monitor was installed.
On 9/27/18, at 10:00 a.m. qualified intellectual
disabilities professional (QIDP)B stated the
audio monitors were to be utilized at night and
were to off during the day. QIDPB stated the
monitors were always to be off when the staff
members were providing direct care for C10.
QIDPB stated she would have to review her
emails to determine with the monitor was
initiated.
An email dated 8/13/18, indicated QIDPB had
initiated an audio monitor for C10.
A policy related to the use of audio monitors was
requested and none was provided.
TIME PERIOD FOR CORRECTION: Twentyone
(21) days.
5 765 MN Statute 144.651 Subd. 25. RES. RIGHTS

5 765

Financial affairs.
Competent residents may manage their personal
financial affairs, or shall be given at least a
quarterly accounting of financial transactions on
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their behalf if they delegate this responsibility in
accordance with the laws of Minnesota to the
facility for any period of time.
This MN Requirement is not met as evidenced
by:
Based on observation, interview and document
review the facility failed to ensure clients were
given the opportunity to manage their finances
according to their capabilities for 1 of 4 clients
(C31) reviewed for financial training goals.
Findings include:
C31 had diagnoses which included: moderate
developmental disability and autism per his
current Individual Data sheets.
C31's Assessment Narrative dated 8/14/18,
revealed C31 required staff assistance with his
finances and out in the community.
C31's individual program plan (IPP) dated 7/3/18,
included a goal which indicated C31, with one
verbal prompt, would hand the money needed to
pay for his items to the clerk and will accept the
change on 75 percent (%) of the opportunities for
3 consecutive months.
During review of C31's Habilitation
Documentation Record dated from 7/5/18 to
9/27/18, it was noted he had not been given the
opportunity to perform the program goal when
she went on an outing:
July 2018 1 out of 26 opportunities
August 2018 2 out of 31 opportunities
September 2018  0 out of 27 opportunities
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During observations on 9/25/18 at 2:30 p.m. C31
was seated on the couch in the living room
watching cartoons with residential counselor
(RC)R. C31 requested RCR read him a book,
RCR got a book and began to read C31 the Cat
In The Hat book. While reading the book C31
began to talk about going out for supper, RCR
indicated they were going to be leaving to go out
for supper about 5:00 p.m. After further review of
C31's Habilitation Documentation Record, it
lacked any documentation that C31 was given
the opportunity to perform his program goal on
9/25/18 when he went out for supper with RCR.
On 9/26/18 at 3:18 p.m. the qualified intellectual
disabilities professional (QIDP) confirmed C31's
program goals had not been implemented as
written and the number of opportunities should
have been provided in order for C31 to meet his
goals. The QIDP indicated staff should be
documenting on the program daily wether C31
needed verbal prompts, was independent or
refused the program.
On 9/26/18 at 4:35 p.m. the Administrator
confirmed she would expect staff to be
implementing the programs as written and to
provide the opportunities for the clients to meet
their goals. The Administrator indicated staff
should be documenting the programs after they
have implemented on a daily basis. The
Administrator indicated the QIDP's have been
working on this problem with staff documenting
the programs and running reports to see if staff
are following through with it. The Administrator
indicated they are aware of staff not
implementing and documenting the programs
and are trying to work on improving in this area.
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Review of facility policy titled, Plan to Promote
continuity of Care and Quality Services, undated,
indicated a person with disabilities is by definition
a person with specific needs for adaptive
assistance and support. In conjunction with each
individual's wants and needs, he or she has
unique vulnerabilities which necessitate support
and precautions. Laura Baker Services
Association recognizes its responsibility to
provide this support and to minimize risks to each
person.
TIME PERIOD FOR CORRECTION: Twentyone
(21) days.
5 815 MN Statute 626.557 Subd. 3. VA Timing of report.

5 815

(a) A mandated reporter who has reason to
believe that a vulnerable adult is being or has
been maltreated, or who has knowledge that a
vulnerable adult has sustained a physical injury
which is not reasonably explained shall
immediately report the information to the
common entry point. If an individual is a
vulnerable adult solely because the individual is
admitted to a facility, a mandated reporter is not
required to report suspected maltreatment of the
individual that occurred prior to admission,
unless:
(1) the individual was admitted to the facility from
another facility and the reporter has
reason to believe the vulnerable adult was
maltreated in the previous facility; or
(2) the reporter knows or has reason to believe
that the individual is a vulnerable adult as
defined in section 626.5572, subdivision 21,
clause (4).
(b) A person not required to report under the
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provisions of this section may voluntarily
report as described above.
(c) Nothing in this section requires a report of
known or suspected maltreatment, if the
reporter knows or has reason to know that a
report has been made to the common entry point.
(d) Nothing in this section shall preclude a
reporter from also reporting to a law enforcement
agency.
(e) A mandated reporter who knows or has
reason to believe that an error under section
626.5572, subdivision 17, paragraph (c), clause
(5), occurred must make a report under this
subdivision. If the reporter or a facility, at any
time believes that an investigation by a lead
agency will determine or should determine that
the reported error was not neglect according to
the criteria under section 626.5572, subdivision
17, paragraph (c), clause (5), the reporter or
facility may provide to the common entry point or
directly to the lead agency information explaining
how the event meets the criteria under section
626.5572, subdivision 17, paragraph (c), clause
(5). The lead agency shall consider this
information when making an initial disposition of
the report under subdivision 9c.
This MN Requirement is not met as evidenced
by:
Based on interview and document review, the
facility failed to ensure all allegations of abuse
were reported immediately to the State agency
(SA) for 2 of 2 clients (C11, C19), who
experienced abuse in the faclity.
Findings include:
C11's individual abuse prevention plan dated
6/19/18, indicated C11 was susceptible to abuse.
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A progress note dated 7/16/18, indicated C11
followed RCJ to the office and requested to talk
to RCJ privately. C11 told RCJ that yesterday
RCM kissed her on the hand and she was
scared. RCJ told C11 they would talk to RCM,
and staff were there to keep her safe. C11 took
her morning medications, completed her cares,
and left at 8:00 a.m. for her day program.
A common entry point intake form not filed by the
facility dated 7/16/18, at 1:10 p.m., indicated C11
reported a male staff from the facility kissed her
right hand up to five times. The incident occurred
during the afternoon on 7/15/18. C11 stated the
kiss made her uncomfortable and she was afraid
to go home.
An email sent from qualified intellectual
disabilities professional (QIDP)A to household
director (HD)C on 7/17/18, indicated C11
reported to her day program staff on 7/16/18, that
RCM kissed her and she was upset about it.
That evening QIDPA talked to RCM about the
incident. RCM stated when C11 waved her
hand close to his face; he reached out and
kissed the back of her hand. C11 was upset so
RCM apologized. C11 forgave RCM and he
thought the incident was over. The next morning
QIDPA told assistant group supervisor (AGS)A,
that C11 has a history of false reporting and
exaggeration, so anything C11 reports needs to
be looked at before taking action. At the
conclusion of their conversation, QIDPA
indicated that most likely nothing occurred that
should be reported.
When interviewed on 9/26/18, at 6:00 p.m.,
RCM stated he approached C11 when she
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walked through the door and kissed the back of
her hand. RCM knew immediately C11 did not
take it well by the look on her face. C11 did not
say anything for the remainder of the shift. The
next day when C11 went to her day program, she
told their staff RCM tried to kiss her.
When interviewed on 9/27/18, at 1:30 p.m.,
QIDPA stated they investigated the allegation
that RCM kissed C11's hand, but they did not
think it was a big thing so they did not report it to
the SA.
When interviewed on 10/ 5/18, at 1:40 p.m., the
administrator stated the incident should have
been reported to the SA.
C19
Medical record review indicated C19 was
admitted to the facility with multiple diagnoses
including severe intellectual disabilities, autistic
disorder and insomnia.
C19's individual abuse prevention plan dated
6/13/18, indicated C19 was susceptible to abuse.
C19's intensive support services assessment
dated 6/13/18, indicated C19 will engage in
verbal and physical aggression and staff are to
follow his behavior support plan to reduce and
prevent aggression. C19 has a right to have use
of and free access to common areas in the
residence with no limitations required.
C19's positive behavioral support plan dated
6/13/18, indicated when C19 engages in physical
aggression staff will direct C19 to use his
communication board for what it is he desires.
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C19's incident report dated 8/14/18, indicated
C19 was exhibiting property destruction and
physical aggression towards staff so he was
escorted to his bedroom and staff took turns
holding the door shut to prevent C19 from leaving
his room.
C19's investigative summary dated 8/17/18,
indicated it was more likely than not that C19's
door was held shut for a short time because staff
thought C19 would calm when he could not leave
his room. When he failed to calm they released
him from his room.
When interviewed on 9/24/18, at 6:30 p.m.,
QIDPA stated some staff witnessed the incident
and after completing the investigation, felt C19
was secluded in his room for a short time. The
QIDPA stated C19's program includes taking
him to his room to calm down and his door can
be closed; however, the door could not be held
shut to prevent him from leaving his room.
When interviewed on 9/27/18, at 12:50 p.m.,
housing director(HD)D stated she was done with
work but had returned to the unit to pick
something up and saw C19 sitting in the living
room. HDB stated C19 was having behaviors
and could not sleep. HDD stated C19 returned
to his room and tried striking out at staff. HDD
stated she thought that C19 could be restrained if
needed.
When interviewed on 9/27/18, at 5:00 p.m., RCZ
stated he was not working but had stopped by
the unit to pick something up, and saw C19 was
awake and sitting in the living room. RCZ stated
C19 needed to go to bed, so he and HDD each
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held one of C19's hands and walked with him to
his bedroom. RCZ stated he stood outside
C19's bedroom door for a short time and then
left.
When interviewed on 10/3/18, at 10:30 a.m.,
RCV stated at the beginning of the night shift
C19 was quietly sitting in the living room refusing
to return to his bedroom. Two evening staff
returned to the unit and told HDB that C19 was
supposed to be in his bedroom and not in the
living room. HDB told them she could not make
C19 go to his room, so HDD and RCZ tried to
get C19 to stand up and when he resisted they
picked him up by his arms and carried him
towards his room. C19 did walk on his own as
they got closer to his room. HDD and RCZ tried
to make C19 go to bed and then left him alone in
his room as they stood in the hallway. When
C19 tried to leave his room, HDD and RCZ shut
his door and held it shut. C19 was yelling and
asking to go to school or watch a movie. C19
kept trying to open the door and HDD continued
to hold it shut. Then HDD asked HDB to hold
the door shut so she could leave. HDB held the
door shut until HDD left and then the door was
opened and C19 was allowed to leave his room.
C19 was agitated and he returned to the living
room and sat down. After the incident HDB
stated the situation should not have escalated as
it did, and C19 should not have been forced to
his room, nor held in his room. RCV stated the
door was held shut for close to 30 minutes.
When interviewed on 10/3/18, at 11:30 a.m.,
HDB stated HDD and RCZ returned to the unit
after their shift to pick up something and saw C19
sitting in the living room. HDD was upset and
told HDB he could not be out of his bedroom.
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HDD and RCZ told C19 he had to return to his
room so they escorted him to his room by
supporting his arms and making him walk with
them. C19 had no other option but to return to
his room. C19 started making a mess in his
room and tried leaving his room, so HDD tried
calming him down and said if C19 tried to leave
his room again staff were to hold his door shut.
HDD stood in the hallway and when C19 tried to
leave his room again HDD shut the door and
held it shut. C19 kept trying to open the door and
HDD and RZ held it shut and told C19 it was
time for him to go to bed. When he tried opening
the door again they blocked the doorway
preventing him from leaving the room. HDB
stated she held the door shut when HDD told
her to, even though she knew it was not
appropriate. Once HDD left the unit HDB
opened the door and let C19 out of his room.
C19 went to the living room and after he calmed
down he was ready to return to his bedroom to
go to bed.
When interviewed on 10/5/18, at 1:50 p.m., the
administrator stated C19 was abused when staff
put him in his room, held his door shut, and
refused to let C19 leave his room. The
administrator stated the staff's treatment towards
C19 was not acceptable.
The facility Policy and Procedure for the
Prevention and Reporting of Individual
Maltreatment revised 8/11/16, indicated upon
receiving any report of suspected maltreatment,
the program's mandated reporter or designee
shall first contact the MAARC. After reporting,
the incident of alleged abuse/neglect to the
MAARC the program's mandated reporter with
begin the internal investigation.
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TIME PERIOD FOR CORRECTION: Twentyone
(21) days.
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